Here in this research will speak about neural networks, which is a algorithm and one to pass information and is also a coding rules, which are commensurate with the interpretation of the rights and also suitable in coding databases and neural networks associated with each other and the data you send to the databases is also the lead to the conclusion and classification codes that benefit society and the economy and to facilitate communications in order to be quality and high efficiency.
Introduction
With the ability of neural networks wonderful to derive meaning from the data inaccurate or complex and can extract and use patterns and trends that are too complex he noticed techniques new human in the economy and areas of various computer can be considered also neural networks in the category of information as the expert based on the analysis and can also used in expectations due to new situations Other advantages include:
1 -The ability to adapt and learn: how the ability to perform tasks at data for training or initial experiments. 2 -self-organization of information: ANN can create organizations to represent the information received during the time of education 3 -can also perform calculations ANN and also devices are designed and manufactured for use in real-time operations 4 -can also fault tolerance via coding redundant information: a partial destruction of the network leading to the destruction of performance however is to keep some network even with potential damage to the major networks Thanks to fast and rapid growth of information technologies people and machines become related more intensively. People explore machines, and machines in turn overtop their creators vastly. As a result, such concept as Artificial Intelligence emerged. Artificial intelligence (AI) is the intelligence of machines and the branch of computer science that is aimed to create it. Research of AI capability is a perspective and actual task nowadays. Quotation prediction was chosen as an example for this work. Fore (the foreign exchange market) was chosen as a project domain because of large quantity of open data. Researched was carried out with artificial neural networks. An artificial neural network (ANN), usually called neural network (ANN), is a mathematical model or computational model that is inspired by the structure and/or functional aspects of biological neural networks. It is one of a number of AI technologies. A neural network consists of an interconnected group of artificial neurons, and it processes information using a connectionist approach to computation. In most cases an ANN is an adaptive system that changes its structure based on external or internal information that flows through the network during the learning phase. Modern neural networks are non-linear statistical data modeling tools. They are usually used to model complex relationships between inputs and outputs or to find patterns in data. Most systems use "weights" to change the parameters of the throughput and the varying connections to the neurons. Artificial neural networks can be autonomous and learn by input from outside "teachers" or even self-teaching from written in rules. There are numerous algorithms available for training neural network models; most of them can be viewed as a straightforward application of optimization theory and statistical estimation. Most of the algorithms used in training artificial neural networks employ some form of gradient descent. This is done by simply taking the derivative of the cost function with respect to the network parameters and then changing those parameters in a gradient-related direction. Evolutionary methods, simulated annealing, expectation-maximization, nonparametric methods and particle swarm optimization are some commonly used methods for training neural networks. The task is to research neural networks facilities in works with quotation time series. More particularly, it means that neural network should be constructed in MATLAB. Then, it should be trained with some samples. And in result, some improvement in prediction should be received. There are a lot is not recognized on how to train the brain to process the data or information itself so abound questions and theories in the human brain which is about neurons model which combine signals from others through a variety of fine structures and send neurons spikes of electrical activity through the stand is very thin and long known as the axon, which is divided in turn into thousands of branches at the end of each branch and called the structure clamp which converts the activity of axon to the effects that prevent or provoke cell electric and raise activity of axon to the effects that prevent stirring activity in neurons related and also when neurons receives contributions exciting and is also large enough compared with the input and sends a signal to increase the electrical activity to the bottom of the axon and also occur by changing the effectiveness of synapses points and without any changes
Fig 1 Components of a neuron

Neural Networks for Automated Trading
Here we will talk about curriculum prevailing models neural trading which is about the first train of the neural networks to predict the value of closing price in one day or some days in the future and can then enter and exit (no process of buying and selling) are expected decision on the basis of certain here in this section alternative approach is placed in order to be accurate prediction of digital assets, but instead trying to identify patterns in data entry that can provide clues to get to the point to make optimal decisions to buy or sell . The neural networks in buying or selling agent, which is used in the formation of a layer of inputs and a single layer hidden units activation sigmoid and activation unit sigmoid and this is the minimum that is interpreted resulting values at 0.5 as a sign to buy and other are interpreted values signals for sale and are input to the network and usually What are asset prices at the close of market on the previous trading day and also derived from the variables that can include these moving averages and delay various inputs (price two days ago, etc.) is shown diagrammatically in Figure 2 .
The buy and sell signals that are generated by the network, in conjunction with the particular trading strategy that is adopted, determines the trading position. The trading strategy that we adopt is a one-point buying and selling strategy. This means that all available capital is invested in shares, or all capital is invested in some low risk fixed interest security. On the basis of the trading signal issued by the network, either the low-risk security is sold and shares are bought (buy signal), or vice-versa (sell signal). Note that shares can only be sold if the investor is currently 'in the market', and bought if the investor is "not in the market". The most common approach to neural network weight optimization is backpropagation training (Rumelhart & McClelland 1986 ). Backpropagation is a supervised training algorithm that relies on the availability of a set of labelled training data. However, direct (i.e. Supervised) training of the network is not possible in this case, since we are not supplied with labelled training data. That is, we do not know a priori what the optimal buy are and sell points. An alternative approach is to discover a set of network weights indirectly by using some criterion to measure the performance of the trading decisions made by the agent, and to use this measure to guide search through the space of weight configurations. Genetic algorithms provide one means of doing this. Genetic algorithms (Goldberg 1989; Holland 1975) have been extensively applied to complex parameter tuning problems in which various parameters of a system interact in unknown and non-linear ways resulting in a complex, irregular response surface (Bäck and Schwefel 1993). They have also been applied to neural network weight optimization (Whitley 1995). Their performance relies fundamentally on the formulation of an objective function that is able to evaluate the success of competing individuals in solving the problem at hand. Since we wish to discover a neural network trading agent that is able to maximize returns, we must formulate an objective function that determines the return made by the agent over data representing the value of the asset price over some period of time. The optimality of the agent's decisions can be measured in terms of the financial return achieved in following the agent's decisions
Fig 2 Neural network architecture
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Construction of a model in Mat lab
The cross of simple moving average with different averaging period for definition quotation trend was used. This method is used among traders. It consists in building two SMA, and monitoring cross. When it happened, then trend has changed. In original algorithm a change of trend is determinate after period of quick SMA. Sometimes it is too long. Creation of network which can predict SMA for short period can help to get information about cross in moment when it happened. It would be more efficiently than original algorithm without prediction. SMA with two averaging periods -5 days and 10 days was used. Neural network should predict SMA with a period of 10 days. The cross will be received with moving quick SMA on 5 steps in future. As practice shows, it works. Fig. 3 . The cross of two SMA and quotation As a development environment was chosen Matlab. MATLAB (matrix laboratory) is a numerical computing environment and fourth-generation programming language. Developed by Math Works, MATLAB allows matrix manipulations, plotting of functions and data, implementation of algorithms, creation of user interfaces, and interfacing with programs written in other languages, including C, C++, Java, and Fortran. There are a lot of toolboxes for MATLAB, which dilate functionality. They correspond to collections of functions, written on MATLAB language to solve a strict type of problem. They are developed by Math Works, including Neural Network Toolbox -facility for analysis and synthesis of ANN. As a result, MATLAB is ideal for ANN design and data preparation.
Neural network demand prepared data. Data was prepared, and that process included: 1) Data acquisition 2) Preparation and normalization Open values of quotations are available for download from many brokers'sites. They were downloaded from http://forex-broker.org/clients/Archive/ for EUR/USD. Because of ANN ability for generalization, it was not necessary to smooth data and to delete noise in our case. Normalization was also unnecessary because of one type of inputs. Normalization is used only when data has different dimension, for example one input has values from 1 to 100, and the second from 50 to 200. Without normalization the second input could affect the result more than the first. It is not this case as there should only make the matrix from samples. The choice of model's parameters was the next step. It consisted of: In MATLAB there is some number of learning algorithms. Trainlm, a network training function that updates weight and bias values according to LevenbergMarquardt optimization was chosen. Before training data was prepared. The data was broken into samples -sets of inputs and outputs, whereupon they are represented in matrix -the form that is needed for learning algorithm.
The quality of result can be evaluated from point of view, and from mathematic point of view. User's appraisal bases on tentative profit, mathematical -on simple average value of errors. For daily period the following results were received: simple average value of error -9.33 points. Algorithm which holds a trademark in good conditions and similar to the system ANN.
Conclusion
In conclusion it is possible to say that neural networks showed themselves effective in works with economic time series. Other important thing is that neural networks can be used in almost every sphere.
